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Introduction
Machine learning (Hastie et al. 2001) is a sub-set of artificial intelligence and deals with
techniques to allow computers to learn. Bioinformatics is the application of information
technology to the area of molecular biology. For both disciplines there are already many
books introducing the basic concepts and there are some books presenting machine learning
applications in the area of bioinformatics. The book under review covers essentially topics of
machine learning and bioinformatics and demonstrates the usefulness of statistical methods in
well-documented bioinformatic examples. In the first part, the book teaches basic concepts of
machine learning and introduces essential biological aspects. In the second part, the authors
close the gap between the two disciplines and present a lot of interesting examples. It is a
well-structured book that is a good starting point for machine learning in bioinformatics.
The book has 12 chapters which can be grouped in two parts: Chapters 1–6 cover the intro-
duction and the basics. Chapter 7 describes the connection between machine learning and
bioinformatics. Chapters 8–12 include well-selected and ongoing bioinformatic examples and
are primarily written by co-authors.
The authors put a lot of their teaching experiences into this book. The statistical basics are
illustrated with well-chosen and popular examples. Every chapter (except Chapter 2) ends
with exercises and references.
Book contents
Chapter 1 starts with the historical development of the amount of biological data and intro-
duces connections and dependencies between statistics, biology, and computer science.
Chapter 2 covers a brief review of the essential concepts in cellular and molecular biology
to motivate the biological problems. It starts with the basic unit of living organisms (cells),
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DNA and biological regulation systems and ends with measurement technologies for molecular
biology. This chapter requires no biological knowledge but is important for the following
chapters. Biologists can skip this chapter.
Chapter 3 introduces the statistical basics: probability theory, stochastic processes, hidden
Markov models, etc. This chapter requires no statistical knowledge but is important for the
following chapters. Statisticians can skip this chapter.
Classification, also known as supervised learning, is required in a lot of different disciplines.
Through the power of computers new classifiers were developed in the last years: classification
trees, support vector machines, boosting, etc. Chapter 4 describes the general statistical
decision framework for classification and discusses a number of classification methods.
In classification it is often reasonable to use dimension reduction methods to simplify the
data. Chapter 5 covers components analysis and multidimensional scaling for dimension
reduction. Furthermore, a problem formulation and established algorithms for cluster analysis
are described. Cluster analysis is the classification of a set of objects in different groups and
a form of unsupervised learning.
In Chapter 6 the authors introduce computational intelligence in a very brief way. The
chapter ends with a long discussion about opportunities and applications for computational
intelligence in different areas of bioinformatics.
In Chapter 7 the authors describe connections between bioinformatics and machine learn-
ing. For this they select three well-known problem areas: sequence analysis, gene expression
analysis, and inference of expression data.
Machine learning and computer vision algorithms can be used for automated electron-density
map interpretation. Chapter 8 gives a short introduction into structural analysis and the
automatic interpretation of 3D protein images. This chapter is more algorithmically based
and describes four interpretation methods in detail.
Based on the high-dimensionality of gene expression data Chapter 9 deals with biclustering
as a data mining strategy. Biclustering allows for clustering of the rows (genes) and columns
(samples), simultaneously. The state-of-the-art algorithms are presented, benchmarked and
discussed for the gene expression Yeast data.
Chapter 10 focuses on the problem of classification based on microarray data. They de-
scribe an approach using all genes—rather than eliminating more than 90%—for classification:
Bayesian binary classification models for prediction based on a reproducing kernel Hilbert
space. The chapter concludes with a benchmark over three publicly available datasets.
iTRAQ is a technique used to identify and quantify proteins from different sources in one
single experiment. Chapter 11 very briefly presents a statistical model to describe sources of
variation in the data. The model allows for testing of the hypothesis of differential expression
of proteins.
The book ends with Chapter 12 with a review of automated techniques for classification of
database search results and the application to proteomics.
Conclusion
Actually, there is one other book which has a very similar content and structure: Baldi and
Brunak (2001). Based on the clear structure, the basic chapters and the understandable
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examples the book under review seems to be suitable as a textbook for a graduate course.
Up to the time of review, there were no solutions for the examples available and no further
information on the website.
The authors concentrated on statistical aspects and motivating examples, but they neglected
the computational aspects. This means there are only a few printed code examples or details
concerning software and implementation aspects. Most of the described machine learning
techniques are already implemented for example in packages for the R system (R Development
Core Team 2008) and adapted bioinformatic applications are available in the Bioconductor
project (Gentleman et al. 2004).
The authors selected an interesting and very comprehensive way to present mathematical
aspects without using the theorem-proof syntax. Especially the very well-known examples
help to understand the theory.
In summary, in the book under review the authors introduce the reader to machine learning
and bioinformatics. Using many popular examples, the statistical theory becomes compre-
hensible and bioinformatic examples motivate to apply the concepts to real data.
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